Oncogenic circuit constituted by Ser31-HBx and Akt increases risks of chronic hepatitis and hepatocellular carcinoma.
The X protein of hepatitis B virus (HBx) has been specifically implicated in the development of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Clinical associations of HBx isoforms with chronic hepatitis and HCC have not been well studied. HBx has two roles in liver cells, namely pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic. In this report, we examined the role of Ser31-HBx in HCC and chronic hepatitis. Using the case-control study, we determined risks of chronic hepatitis and HCC conferred by hepatitis B virus (HBV) containing Ser31-HBx that was phosphorylated by Akt. Ser31-HBx isoforms conferred 3.23-fold risk of HCC in male and 3.36-fold risk in female. Ser31 isoforms were associated with 3.12-fold risk of chronic hepatitis and 3.43-fold risk of cirrhosis and also associated with higher HBV viral load and replication efficiency and lower rate of HBe loss. To determine the mechanism, we found that Ser31-HBx constituted an oncogenic circuit with Akt and cooperated with ras to transform NIH3T3 cells in contrast to non-Ser31-HBxs that did not transduce oncogenic signals. Our results give a clue to account for an underlying cause of HBx-mediated hepatocarcinogenesis. It appears that Ser31 phosphorylation of HBx by Akt plays an important role. The current study provides an example of association of HBV genome variations with risks of HCC and chronic hepatitis.